BECOME AN INTERN AT GROWHA
At Growha we offer students and recent graduates the opportunity for an internship at schools
around Hainan Province. The internship period at Growha is traditionally one semester, with the
opportunity to extend.
We are always searching for new interns, so feel free to send us an application any time!
As an intern at Growha you will have the opportunity to come and intern at schools in Hainan
Province, where you will be challenged both professionally and culturally. You will have the
opportunity to come and practice teaching English abroad under the guidance of our
experienced teachers. As an intern, you will be provided with an excellent opportunity to apply
your knowledge in the classroom. If you are ready for an adventure abroad in a professional
environment, we will provide you with the chance to greatly further and enhance your academic
and professional career.

Benefits:
As an intern at Growha you will be provided with the following:
-

Free accommodation

-

Days off on statutory holidays as well as 2 days off per week

-

Student visa application help

-

Free Chinese lessons twice a week

-

Free lunch on working days

At Growha we cooperate with schools at every level, from Kindergarten to High School, so in case
you’re interested you can mention your preference in your application. The students and your
future colleagues are looking forward to meeting you!
We would like to encourage anyone interested in becoming an intern at Growha to send a
motivated application to: info@growhaenglish.com

Introduction to Hainan

All regions of the world offer fantastic opportunities for internships as an English
teacher - and China is no exception. Coming all the way to Hainan Province in order to
teach English has become increasingly popular in recent years, where the tropical
climate and beautiful beaches alone are enough to attract almost anyone. As a tourist
destination, however, Hainan is practically unheard of in the west. In Hainan you will
therefore be able experience authentic and pristine Chinese culture, local ethnic
minorities (Li and Miao), awesome cuisine and warm people of southern China. At the
same time you will be able to have the convenience of everything modern life has to
offer, such as modern infrastructure, transportation as well as a lively nightlife.
Some facts about Hainan Province

-

The population of Hainan is a little less than 9.2 million

-

Hainan is the southernmost province of China

-

The capital city of Hainan Province is called Haikou with approximately 2.1
million inhabitants

-

Hainan is an island, so Hainanese cuisine naturally includes great quantities
of fresh fish, readily available everywhere!

-

Hainan is known as the Haiwaii of China with beaches all around its
coastline

Again, we would like to encourage anyone interested in becoming an intern at Growha to send
a motivated application to: info@growhaenglish.com
Please attach our standard application form as well as an official certificate of enrollment
along with your application, if you are still studying.
The standard application form can be found on the link below:
https://www.growhaenglish.com/teaching-internship
Thank you for your time – we are looking forward to seeing you in China!

Management Team –
1). International Office of Growha English Education: Iesha Branford, Santiago Pordomingo,
Mathias Eidsson
2). Executive Director: Jade Huang.
3). Contact details:
Phone:

(+86) 0 138 7628 2168/ 0 138 7606 0077

Mail:

info@growhaenglish.com, santi@growenglish.com,
iesha@growhaenglish.com

Skype:

info@growhaenglish.com

Wechat:

Joey090324

P.S: Wechat is the main social platform in China. One can easily download the app from the
Google Play Store/ Apple Store.

WE GIVE YOU THE OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN, GROW, TEACH AND LEAD. APPLY NOW!

